
A GENERALISATION OF THE RLEMANNIAN LINE-ELEMENT*

BY

J. L. SYNGE

1. In a manifold of N dimensions and coordinate system xl, let Pix1)

and Qix^dx1) be two points with infinitesimal coordinate differences.

Our fundamental postulate is as follows:

Postulate. Tfie points P and Q define an invariant infinitesimal line-

element ds, expressible as a function of x\ xs, ■ ■ •, se*, dx\ dx%, • • •, dx*1.

Obviously ds must be homogeneous of the first degree in the differentials,

and we write

(1.1) ds- — Fix1, ■■, Xs; dx\ ■■■, dxx),

where F is homogeneous of the second degree in the differentials.t We

shall in general write

(1.2) Fixl,...,x*;Ç\...,ï») == F(x;'ê).

The further essential postulate in the differential geometry of Riemann is

(1.3) Fix; d.r) — ffijd'x'dx-',

where gy are functions of the coordinates only. In the present paper

I wish to develope the more obvious deductions from (1.1), without

assuming (1.3).

2. For a coordinate transformation x? = .i^(xl, • • -, x'N), we have,

writing ¡¡b* = dx'/dt,

(2.1)

and therefore

(2.2)

also
d_    dj[ 92.r':       .,,.  _   9#

(*'i} dt'dx'J ~   dx'kd*'i J       '  dr'J

dxJ

0 3? dJ

dx'J  '      dx'-i '

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1924.

f Of. P. Finaler, Über Kurven und Flächen in allgemeinen Räumen, Dissertation. Göttingen.

1918, p. 33, and J. A. Schouten, Der Rica-Kalkül, Berlin, 1924, p. 36.
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If ip be any invariant function of the coordinates and their first derivatives

with respect to t,

n>     nt 1ÈJ =. Hü. M-      hv (o a,
dxH dxJ   dx1 dti   dxH' y K " ''

Thus dip/dx* is a covariant vector.   Also

d2ip 8    I dip   dx*\ d2ip      dx1   dx*

dxHdx'j' '      dxH \ dec*   dx'jj ' '   dx1 dx*   dxH   dx'J '

Thus d2ip/dxidx-> is a covariant  tensor  of the second rank.   Similarly

dsip/dxidxJdick is a covariant tensor of the third rank.

We shall call
1 ñ2

■ft = T J¥ïiï F(x>:h)

the fundamental tensor, noting that if (1.3) is true, fy = gij. Since F is

homogeneous of the second degree in the derivatives of the coordinates,

fij is homogeneous of zero degree.   Therefore Euler's theorem gives

(2.4) $*-0.

Also, obviously,

m #-*< = o.

Using the homogeneity conditions we find

(2.6) ds2 = F(x; x)dt2 = fydédxi,

a formula analogous to (1.3).

Defining /* as the minor of the determinant/ == ¡|/nn|| corresponding

to fij, preceded by the proper sign and divided by /, we have

(2.7) pfkj = d*fc(= 1 for t - fc; - 0 for i \ k)

and the ordinary mode of proof establishes that/*' is a contravariant tensor

of the second rank. (Cf. Eddington, Beport on the Belativity Theory of

Gravitation, 1920, p. 35.)

3. Defining the geodesies as curves of stationary length, we obtain from

the calculus of variations the equations
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(3.1)
.    _rf    dV~F      dVF

1 ^   dt     dx1 dx1'    =    '

where F= F(x; x), which equations retain their form for transformation

of the parameter.    For any other system of coordinates xH,

G'i = -77
d   dVF      dVF

dx
'i    >

dt     dx1

or, since dl^F/dx* is covariant,

d  ¡dVF   dxJ\      dV'F   dxJ       dVF   dxJ
G'i = jídt \   dxJ    dx'* I dxJ     dx'*

dxJ    ,   dVF Id    dxJ        dxJ
Gj

dx' dxJ    \dt   dx1       dx1

and thus, by (2.3), G% is a covariant vector.

An explicit form of the geodesic equations is obtained as follows:

For any curve, choose t = s, so that F = 1 along the curve.   Then

_L A. 1Z_   1   9F =_ dV'F   dVF     y-= l_d_ dVF      dV¥\
2   ds   dx*      2   dx* ~        ds        dx*     ^ \ds    dx* dx*   I

and therefore

(3.2)
_  1    d    dF      1   dF

i ~~  2   ds  dx*       2  'dx*'

But F — fijx* xJ, and thus

d

and, again using (2.5), we obtain

(3.3)

where
Gi = /<,»> +ft *]»'**»

o/v"   ,   3/i/e _ 9/fc

9a* 1_ 9x> "" 9a?
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Hence

(3.4)

where

J. L.  SYNGE [January

G> /a cn = -f-i + Uk I ¿/ ¿*

1./ Al
I i   I /"Pi*]-

and if the curve is a geodesic, its equations take the well known form for

parameter s,

(3.5)
V±iJ.k\iJä'!'+ lJi"'\xJxk = 0.

The Christoffel symbol is homogeneous of zero degree in the first derivatives

of the coordinates with respect to s.

4. The equations of Levi-Civita for parallel propagation of a vector along

a curve may easily be modified to meet the case of our more general

metric.   Let

jk
i

3 AI. _

3i*+ 9¿J        9¿¿   '   '   2   9¿f 9¿J 8à*'

.A'
'i A

L ? J'

Let 1'* be defined as

(4.1) r< = i«+ !>.*lz'ä*+ ¡AM x/á*

where   A'*  is   a   contravariant   vector   given   as   a   function   of   t   along

a curve %* = x*it).   For the coordinate system x1',

y

*»+W{£cA>+(j$-#)*>}
^     /-ir«,    9X*

í£¿ \        9rm ■>'"*'# I-
dxm   dx"

i \./inii n  i i   «   i
t\ dxJ    dx

[dx'A/.
la*1   3a.;"

""W   9a-'fc ga/i-l/""
9am  8atf"\] .,kl

dx'J  dx"*}]* j
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Thus

A. 19 x"1 dxn]

dt [dx'J   dx'li
r'*_v»i£i ----- ^A(Ml\ + LfiiX'JÍf„
1   1 dx™   A dt\dxmi ' 2J A y°

i /- \_i i8'*'m dxn\   d iiii dxH\] •'/■

+/«" [ a ap \ a a/i 'a ¿*)     d ¿i \ d x'j 9 x>k)\ x *

dfmn\dxP   dxm   dxn        dx"   dx™    Sa^l.,,.!

But, by (2.5),

hence, using (2.3),

[_9a?   9ai

[dx'J   9 a;1     dx? [ox'J   dx'1   dx'k       dx'1   dx'J   dx'k\     j"

djmn    dx'1   .,,,  __    djmn   ■„  _^ ç._

dxP     dx'k dxP "      '

1     dxm --" A    dx™ +/ /m"ay.'   9.r"

vml¿!, *„x„M./■» dx<1 dAr dxl d_Al
dxm~VJ dxPJqr dx™   dxn   "dx'J   dx'1

vnldx*   ,   dx'J   dx*   dx™\= XP
dxP dx* dx™ dx-'

XP[dx* dx'* dxm dx'J

[dxP dx™ dx'J d.rP

= 0, by (2.2).

Thus F* is a contravariant vector, and we shall define parallel propagation

of X* by the equations

¡j M YJW4-ÍÍ k
(4.2) Y* == X* + JY j A>a?£ + lYf *# = °--

which reduce to the equations of Levi-Civita when (1.3) is true.

5. We shall now proceed to the definition of angle. Let .1 be any point

and p, ft two curves emanating from A. Let P, Q be points on p, q

respectively, such that the arcs AP, AQ are each equal to s. Let PQ — o.

We shall define the angle 6 between p and q by the equation

1 ft2
(5.1) cosö = 1— -a lim —¡ .

£ s-» o s

If the  coordinates  of .4 are ./.■' and those of P, Q are x*-\-dx*, a? + óV:

respectively, we find
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But the expression on the right retains the same value if dx1, ■•■, dx11

or ôx1, •••, ax* are replaced by quantities proportional to them, and

therefore (5.2) defines the angle between the curves if dx, Sx are any

infinitesimal displacements in the directions of the curves. Since F is

homogeneous of the second degree in its directional arguments, the angle thus

defined does not depend on the order in which the curves are considered.

There is, however, another definition of angle which extends the

fundamental property of parallel propagation in Riemannian space into the

more general type under consideration. If we are given two vectors X1, Yi

at a point on a curve C, we define the angle 0ÍX, F; C) between the

vectors, with respect to C, by

(5.3) cos 0(X, Y; C) Ji¡X¿YJ

VfnmX™X».fpqYvY« '

where the directional arguments of the fs are the coordinate derivatives x}

along C.   Now if X and Y undergo parallel propagation along C,

-^UijX'Y') = -ftl\i[fi&+ll**iJ*yx>Y' + X>Y>)

= *'P[(lt
i   li

Li J i

Ü.

9/</
dxk

a" X* YJ

i k
3 J

>'.*'P)

Similarly the denominator in (5.3) also has a zero derivative, and thus

the angle between two vectors, with respect to a curve, remains constant when

both vectors undergo parallel propagation along the curve.

The foregoing definition of angle with respect to a curve gives us at

once a definition of perpendicularity of Y with respect to X, expressed by

the relation

1   dFix;X)
(5.4) fijX'YJ dXJ

YJ = 0.

where the directional arguments of fa are the components of X.   We say,

then, that two vectors are perpendicidar with respect to one another if

(5.5)
dFjx; X)

9X¿
y

dFjx; Y)

gy¿
xl= o.
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This last idea leads to consideration of a type of principal direction in

a two-dimensional space, non-existent for the Riemannian metric; those

directions may be termed principal which are perpendicidar with respect to

one another.

As a simple illustration, let

(5.6) ds - Vdx*+dx* •

Then the conditions (5.5) give

Xl*Y1+X*Y*= Yl9Xl-\-Y^X' = 0.

Therefore
Yi = ± y*,

Xl= +Z2,

and the differential equations of the principal directions are

(5.7) dx1 ± dx2 = 0.

As in Riemannian geometry, every null-direction is perpendicular to itself

in the sense of (5.4).

6. In the case where dsi = Fix; dx) is a function of the differentials

only, as in (5.6), fj are independent of the coordinates x*, and <P ■ \ — 0.

Thus, by (3.5), the equations of the geodesies are

dixi

ds*   ~ U'

X* = ¿* s + «'.

Therefore for such types of line-element,  the axioms of connection and

order hold, as well as those axioms of congruence which do not deal with

angles.   Planes exist and the euclidean axiom of parallels is true.

For parallel propagation along any geodesic, we find from (4.2) and (6.1)

(6.3) X* = constant.

(6.1)

whence

(6.2)
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